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Abstract

Recent studies suggest that notochordal cells (NCs) might be involved in intervertebral disc homeostasis, a role exploitable to counteract matrix degradation as observed during degeneration. This study aimed to evaluate the potential of NCs to promote matrix production by nucleus pulposus cells (NPCs) and to compare it to the currently proposed addition of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs). Using alginate beads, bovine NPCs were exposed for 28 d to porcine NC conditioned medium (NCCM); direct co-culture with porcine NCs or bovine BMSCs; or the combination of BMSCs and NCCM. Effects on cell proliferation, disc matrix production (proteoglycans, collagens) and disc matrix protein expression (aggrecan, collagen 1 and 2, SOX9) were determined and compared to TGFβ stimulation. NCCM strongly promoted NPC proliferation (x 2.2) and matrix production (x 3.9) to levels similar to that with TGFβ, whereas the direct addition of NCs had no effect. Co-culture of NPCs and BMSCs led to proteoglycan synthesis similar to NPCs alone, which was slightly improved by NCCM (x 1.5). Histological analysis confirmed biochemical data. Gene expression of analysed proteins remained stable for all groups and unaffected by medium conditions. NCs could substantially stimulate NPCs through factors secreted into conditioned medium and in levels similar to the addition of BMSCs. This study showed that molecular agents secreted by NCs constitute a promising alternative to the proposed “standard” injection of BMSCs for disc repair: their effects are similar, do not require the injection of a large number of cells and can be further amplified when the factors are identified.
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Introduction

Intervertebral discs are the structures lying between the vertebral bodies and transmitting loads exerted on the spine while allowing stable mobility in multiple directions. This stress redistribution function is ensured by a water rich, compressible core, the nucleus pulposus (NP), surrounded by a firm, fibrous outer layer, the annulus fibrosus. During degeneration, the NP transforms from a cartilage-like to a fibrous tissue (Antoniou et al., 1996), with a decrease in NP water content, resulting in reduced height and load-bearing capacities of the disc. Compressive forces are not evenly distributed anymore and abnormal stress concentrations are exerted on adjacent structures (annulus fibrosus and end plates). This stress redistribution may then trigger different tissue responses, such as inflammation, osteoarthritic changes, osteophyte formation, etc., which are all able to internally stimulate pain receptors. The abnormal stress distribution can also lead to the rupture of the annulus, allowing the NP to herniate outside of its confinement, which may ultimately compress and irritate the spinal cord and nerves. Furthermore, through such ruptures, neo-innervation of the disc may occur. Through all of these mechanisms, disc degeneration constitutes one of the main causes of low back pain (Zhang et al., 2009), a condition with substantial socio-economic impact (Katw, 2006). It appears, then, crucial to restore the original NP function to resolve this painful condition. Actual treatments, however, aim to replace (disc prosthesis) or immobilise (spinal fusion) the disc, which can aggravate the situation in other discs by altering further the biomechanics of the spine. In contrast, regenerative therapies aim to restore the NP to its original cartilage-like state, thus restoring healthy biomechanics of the entire spine.

As disc degeneration is characterised by a diminished number and catabolic behaviour of NP cells (NPCs) (Roberts et al., 2006), regenerative therapies rely on stimulating proliferation and matrix production of NPCs or replenishing the existing cell pool with regenerative cells able to make healthy NP tissue. Based on the observation that degeneration begins to occur soon after the disappearance (Smolders et al., 2013), or change of phenotype, of another cell type in the NP, the notochordal cells (NCs), it is now hypothesised that disc homeostasis may be thrown out of balance by this event. In vitro experiments with human (Abbott et al., 2012) and bovine (Aguir et al., 1999; Gantenbein-Ritter and Chan, 2012) NPCs encapsulated in 3D hydrogels, indeed, suggest that NCs could act as stimulators, controlling NPC synthetic
activity of proteoglycans (a main component of disc matrix) through secreted factors. Other studies have also shown that NCs could constitute a source of NPC-like cells, as they can produce proteoglycans and express type II collagen and aggrecan (Kim et al., 2009; Cappello et al., 2006) (main constituents of NP matrix) at levels similar to NPCs.

While these results demonstrate a promising and highly interesting potential of NCs for disc repair, bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) have also been proposed and studied since many years as a cell source for NPC replacement (Gilbert et al., 2013). In fact, their ability to stop disc degeneration has already been proven in different animal models (Henriksson et al., 2009; Hiyama et al., 2008; Sakai et al., 2006). Recent pilot clinical trials have even showed that they could successfully reduce pain and disability in low back pain cases (Orozco et al., 2011; Yoshikawa et al., 2010). BMSCs, however, could not restore disc height to healthy control level (Orozco et al., 2011; Yoshikawa et al., 2010), a shortcoming also observed in the animal studies (Henriksson et al., 2009; Hiyama et al., 2008; Sakai et al., 2006). Thus, BMSCs may require an additional push in order to produce enough matrix to restore the NP to a healthy state. Interestingly, NCs have also been shown to promote disc matrix protein expression and proteoglycan synthesis by BMSCs (Korecki et al., 2010; Purmessur et al., 2011).

All these studies have stirred the interest of the disc community for NCs, but it is still unclear what approach between molecular stimulation of resident cells and/or addition of regenerative cells could be the most effective to promote disc healing due to the various experimental conditions used in the studies. The aim of the present study was therefore to evaluate the different potential applications of NCs to promote disc matrix and, for the first time, to compare them directly to t

**Materials and Methods**

**Cell sources**

All slaughterhouse materials were obtained in accordance with local regulations. Bovine NPCs were obtained from caudal intervertebral discs harvested from 16 young adult cows (22-26 months old, without NCs in NP; cells from 4 donors pooled per independent sample). Discs were dissected and the NPs harvested under sterile conditions. NPCs and BMSCs alone were seeded at 3 million cells/
mL into alginate beads (Guo et al., 1989). NPCs and BMSCs (NPC + BMSC) as well as NPCs and NCs (NPC + NC) were mixed 1:1 (Gantenbein-Ritter and Chan, 2012; Watanabe et al., 2010) and seeded at a final concentration of 6 million cells/mL. Beads were then cultured according to Table 1 with Basal medium (Basal): plain medium (hgDMEM + 1% P/S) with serum-free supplements (1% ITS-1 (BD Bioscience, Breda, The Netherlands) + 1.25 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (Roche) + 50 µg/mL ascorbic acid 2-phosphate (Sigma, Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands) + 40 µg/mL L-proline (Sigma) + 100 µg/mL sodium pyruvate (Gibco); NC conditioned medium (NCCM); conditioned medium supplemented with serum-free supplements; and chondrogenic medium (Chond): Basal medium + 0.1 µM dexamethasone (Sigma) + 10 ng/mL TGFβ3 (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA). All medium supplements were added just prior to medium use. Beads were cultured for 4 weeks under 5% O₂, 5% CO₂, 90% N₂, with 4 independent samples for each cell group and medium condition.

**Cell viability and morphology**

At day 1 and 28, beads (2 beads/independent sample) were washed and incubated in 10 µM calcein green (Sigma)/10 µM propidium iodide (Molecular Probes; Carlsbad, CA, USA) solution for 1 h at 37 °C. Cells were then imaged at a depth of 100 µm using a confocal microscope (CLSM 510 Meta; Zeiss, Sliedrecht, the Netherlands). At day 1, only beads in Basal medium were analysed. At day 0 and 28, (2 beads/independent sample; for NPC + NC group only) were fixed in 3.7% buffered formalin overnight at 4 °C and embedded in paraffin. 10 µm thick sections were cut and stained in Alcian Blue solution (Sigma; 1%, pH 1.0 for alginate presence) for 30 min at room temperature. Sections were then rinsed in 0.1 M CaCl₂, and counter-stained with haematoxylin for 10 min at room temperature. Stained sections were dehydrated, mounted in Entellan, and observed with a bright field microscope.

**Gene expression**

At day 0 and 28, 5-8 beads/independent sample were pooled and depolymerised in 55 mM sodium citrate, 0.15 M sodium chloride, 0.60 g HEPES (pH 7.4). Released cells were pelleted and re-suspended in RLT buffer (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands) to lyse them. Cell lysates were kept at -80 °C until further extraction using the RNeasy® mini-kit (Qiagen) with an on-column DNase digestion step. Quantity and purity of isolated RNA were measured by spectrophotometry (ND-1000; Isogen, De Meern, The Netherlands) and integrity by gel electrophoresis. 100 ng of total RNA were then reverse transcribed (Superscript®Vilo™; Invitrogen). Gene expression levels of type II collagen (COL2A1), aggrecan (ACAN), SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 9 (SOX9), and type I collagen (COL1A1) were assessed with qPCR (CFX384™; Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA) using 0.15 ng cDNA/well with IQ™SYBR® green supermix (Biorad) (see Table 2 for primer list). Primers were designed from bovine sequences, but were tested positive for cross-reactivity with porcine material. 18S was selected as the reference gene as it was the most stable gene throughout our experimental conditions from four tested genes: hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), actin beta (ACTB).

| Table 1. Experimental groups. Bovine BMSCs and NPCs and porcine NCs were seeded in alginate beads in the indicated concentrations. Cells were then cultured for 28 d at 5% O₂ under the indicated culture medium conditions. n = 4 for each cell group and medium. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| **NPC** | **NPC + NC** | **NPC + BMSC** | **BMSC** |
| Basal | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL |
| | + | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | |
| NCCM | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | x | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL |
| | + | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | |
| Chond | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | x | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL |
| | + | 3 x 10⁶ cells/mL | |

(see Watanabe et al., 2003) and digested in papain solution at 60 °C for 16 h (Potier and Ito, 2013). Sulphated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content was determined with the dimethyl methylene blue assay adapted for alginate presence (Enobakhare et al., 1996), as a measure of proteoglycans. Standards were also digested with empty alginate beads to maintain an alginate concentration identical for references and experimental samples. Hydroxyproline (HYP), representative of the collagen content, was measured using the Chloramine-T assay (Huszar et al., 1980). DNA content, as a measure of cell number, was measured using the Quant-iT™ dsDNA assay kit (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA, USA) following manufacturer’s instructions. At day 28, beads (2 beads/independent sample) were fixed in 3.7% buffered formalin overnight at 4 °C and embedded in paraffin. 10 µm thick sections were cut and stained in Mayer’s haematoxylin for 10 min at room temperature. Stained sections were dehydrated, mounted in Entellan, and observed with a bright field microscope.

**Cell proliferation and cartilaginous matrix formation**

At days 0 and 28, 5 beads/independent sample were pooled and digested in papain solution at 60 °C for 16 h (Potier and Ito, 2013). Sulphated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content was determined with the dimethyl methylene blue assay adapted for alginate presence (Enobakhare et al., 1996), as a measure of proteoglycans. Standards were also digested with empty alginate beads to maintain an alginate concentration identical for references and experimental samples. Hydroxyproline (HYP), representative of the collagen content, was measured using the Chloramine-T assay (Huszar et al., 1980). DNA content, as a measure of cell number, was measured using the Quant-iT™ dsDNA assay kit (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA, USA) following manufacturer’s instructions. At day 28, beads (2 beads/independent sample) were fixed in 3.7% buffered formalin overnight at 4 °C and embedded in paraffin. 10 µm thick sections were cut and stained in Mayer’s haematoxylin for 10 min at room temperature. Stained sections were dehydrated, mounted in Entellan, and observed with a bright field microscope.

Gene expression

At day 0 and 28, 5-8 beads/independent sample were pooled and depolymerised in 55 mM sodium citrate, 0.15 M sodium chloride, 0.60 g HEPES (pH 7.4). Released cells were pelleted and re-suspended in RLT buffer (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands) to lyse them. Cell lysates were kept at -80 °C until further extraction using the RNeasy® mini-kit (Qiagen) with an on-column DNase digestion step. Quantity and purity of isolated RNA were measured by spectrophotometry (ND-1000; Isogen, De Meern, The Netherlands) and integrity by gel electrophoresis. 100 ng of total RNA were then reverse transcribed (Superscript®Vilo™; Invitrogen). Gene expression levels of type II collagen (COL2A1), aggrecan (ACAN), SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 9 (SOX9), and type I collagen (COL1A1) were assessed with qPCR (CFX384™; Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA) using 0.15 ng cDNA/well with IQ™SYBR® green supermix (Biorad) (see Table 2 for primer list). Primers were designed from bovine sequences, but were tested positive for cross-reactivity with porcine material. 18S was selected as the reference gene as it was the most stable gene throughout our experimental conditions from four tested genes: hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), actin beta (ACTB)
and 18S ribosomal RNA (18S). Expression of gene of interest is reported as relative to 18S expression and normalised to Day 0 expression levels (2^{-\Delta\Delta Ct} method) using efficiency-corrected comparative quantitation (Pfaffl, 2001). Primer efficiency was determined in every PCR run. When gene expression was not detected, the C_{t} value was set to 40 to conduct the statistical analysis.

### Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft® Excel 2010/XLSTAT®-Pro (version 2013.3.05; Addinsoft Inc., Brooklyn, NY, USA). General linear regression models based on ANOVAs were used to examine the effects of “cell type”, “culture medium”, and “day of culture” and their interactions on the DNA content and gene expression variables, and the effects of “cell type” and “culture medium” and their interaction on the GAG and HYP content data. Full factorial models were fitted to the data and then a backwards-stepwise procedure was used to remove the non-significant effects. For each significant effect, a LSD-Fisher post-hoc test was conducted. A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.

The data were analysed with all cell, medium (and time) conditions combined in order to increase the power of the test and minimise the probability of declaring a difference that does not exist.

### Results

#### Exposure to molecular factors secreted by NCs: culture of NPCs under NCCM
At day 1, NPCs displayed good cell survival and appeared well dispersed (Fig. 1a). At day 28, NPCs survived in all medium conditions, with formation of aggregates mainly for NCCM and Chondrogenic medium (Fig. 1a). Accordingly, DNA content only increased for NCCM and Chondrogenic medium (Fig. 5). Culture of NPCs under NCCM or Chondrogenic medium also promoted the production of proteoglycans (GAG/bead: 3.9 and 3.4 x Basal medium, respectively; Fig. 6a). This augmentation was not only caused by an increase in the number of producing cells but also by a higher GAG synthesis at the cell level (GAG/DNA; Fig. 6b). NCCM stimulation of NPCs led to GAG production similar to NPC + BMSC in Basal medium, respectively (Fig. 6a). This augmentation was not only caused by an increase in the number of producing cells but also by a higher GAG synthesis at the cell level (GAG/DNA; Fig. 6b). NCCM stimulation of NPCs led to GAG production similar to NPC + BMSC in Basal medium, both overall and at cell level (Fig. 6). Proteoglycans were mainly deposited around and within the aggregates formed by proliferating NPCs (Fig. 1b).

Collagens were barely detected in all NPC groups (with a measured maximum of 0.08 µg/bead; data not shown). The levels of expression of aggrecan, type II collagen, and SOX9 were not influenced by the medium used during cell culture and, except for SOX9, were similar to NPC + BMSC (Fig. 7). Their expression, however, slightly, but
Fig. 1. Culture of NPCs under Basal, NCCM or Chondrogenic medium: cell viability and proteoglycan deposition. (a) Cell viability at day 1 and after 28 d of culture in basal medium, NCCM, or chondrogenic medium with calcein staining for living cells (green) and propidium iodide staining for dead cells (red). Scale bar is 100 µm. (b) Alcian Blue staining after 28 d of culture in basal medium, NCCM, or chondrogenic medium. Scale bars are 100 µm and 10 µm. Note that light blue is alginate.

Fig. 2. Direct NPC + NC co-culture under Basal medium: cell viability, cell morphology and proteoglycan deposition. (a) Cell viability at day 1 and after 28 d of culture in basal medium with calcein staining for living cells (green) and propidium iodide staining for dead cells (red). Scale bar is 100 µm. (b) HE staining at day 0 and 28 for NPC + NC. Scale bar is 20 µm. (c) Alcian Blue staining for NPC + NC after 28 d of culture in basal medium. Scale bars are 100 µm and 10 µm. Note that light blue is alginate. Arrow: NPCs; chevron: clustered NCs.
not significantly, decreased at day 28 (0.04-0.71 x Day 0). Type I collagen was not influenced by time or medium composition for the NPC groups.

**Addition of a potential NPC-like cell source: direct NPC + NC co-culture**

Both NPCs (small, round cells) and NCs (vacuolated, clustered cells) showed good cell survival at day 1 (Fig. 2a). At day 28, NCs lost their vacuoles and reduced in size compared to day 1 (Fig. 2a), which was confirmed by the qualitative assessment of the HE stained cells (Fig. 2b). Addition of NCs did not promote cell proliferation with DNA content remaining similar to day 0 values (Fig. 5).

Compared to NPCs cultured under Basal medium, NPC + NC did not increase the proteoglycan production, overall (GAG/bead) or at the cell level (GAG/DNA) (Fig. 6). Moreover, GAG content was significantly lower than for NPC + BMSC cultured with Basal Medium (7.9 and 28.6 µg/bead, respectively). Alcian blue staining revealed that more proteoglycans were deposited around small aggregates of NPCs than within clustered NCs (Fig. 2c). Gene expression of type I and II collagens, aggrecan, and SOX9 was similar to NPC + BMSC (Fig. 7). HYP was also only detected at very low levels (0.05 µg/bead; data not shown).

**Addition of regenerative cells with or without exposure to molecular factors secreted by NCs: direct NPC + BMSC co-culture under Basal medium and NCCM**

NPC + BMSC showed good cell viability at day 1 (Fig. 3a). At day 28, cells proliferated and aggregated in all groups, with large structures formed under NCCM and Chondrogenic medium (Fig. 3a). DNA measurements confirmed that cells proliferated in all groups, with Chondrogenic medium giving the highest cell content (Fig. 5). GAG synthesis was also high in all groups: NPC + BMSC under Basal medium already produced 28.6 µg/bead (Fig. 6a). Culture under NCCM and Chondrogenic medium further enhanced this proteoglycan production, with higher values for chondrogenic conditions than for NCCM (56.0 and 42.2 µg/bead, respectively). These increases, however, are mostly due to the proliferation of producing cells (1.9-2.6 x Day 0) rather than an improved GAG production at the cell level (GAG/DNA), which remains similar to NPCs under NCCM (76.4 µg/µg DNA; Fig. 6b) for all medium conditions. Alcian blue staining validated the overall beneficial effects of NCCM and Chondrogenic medium, with proteoglycan deposition not only around proliferating cells but throughout the alginate scaffold (Fig. 3b). Gene expression of all analysed disc proteins...
was, again, unaffected by medium conditions. Although gene expression levels (1.94-11.47 x Day 0) and collagen contents (0.66-0.94 µg/bead) were higher than for NPCs, no statistical differences were found to NPC + BMSC Day 0 or Day 28 NPC values (Fig. 7), except for SOX9.

**Fig. 4.** BMSCs under Basal, NCCM and Chondrogenic medium: cell viability and proteoglycan deposition. (a) Cell viability at day 1 and after 28 d of culture in basal medium, NCCM, or chondrogenic medium with calcein staining for living cells (green) and propidium iodide staining for dead cells (red). Scale bar is 100 µm. (b) Alcian Blue staining after 28 d of culture in basal medium, NCCM, or chondrogenic medium. Scale bars are 100 µm and 10 µm. Note that light blue is alginate.

**Fig. 5.** Cell proliferation. DNA content (µg) per bead at day 0 and day 28. Values are mean ± standard deviation. n = 4 per group. a: p < 0.05 for “cell type” main effect with a1 different from “NPC” and a2 different from “NPC + BMSC”; b: p < 0.05 for “cell type” x “day of culture” interaction; c: p < 0.05 for “culture medium” x “day of culture” interaction with c1 different from “NCCM” x “D28” and c2 different from “Chond” x “D28”.

Priming regenerative cells: BMSCs under NCCM culture
As for all other groups, cell viability at day 1 was good and BMSCs were well dispersed (Fig. 4a). At day 28, cell viability remained good in all groups, though cell density decreased under Basal medium (Fig. 4a). These
observations were confirmed by the DNA measurements (Fig. 5), with cell proliferation only observed for Chondrogenic medium (1.58 x Day 0). GAG content per bead was much lower than for NPC or NPC + BMSC groups for both Basal medium and NCCM (2.4 and 8.0 µg/bead, respectively). Only culture under Chondrogenic medium led to high proteoglycan production (30.1 µg/bead; Fig. 6a). Alcian blue staining also showed that Chondrogenic medium was much more effective to promote proteoglycan synthesis by BMSCs than Basal or NCCM media (Fig. 4b).

When used as stimulators (NCCM), NCs could increase both proliferation and matrix production of NPCs to levels similar to a standard TGFβ stimulation (Figs. 5 and 6). Our data confirm, in a long term study (4 weeks), that bioactive factors secreted by NCs stimulate proteoglycan synthesis by NPCs (GAG/DNA: 1.8 x Basal), and to levels comparable to those reported in short term (1-2 weeks) studies with porcine NCs and human or bovine NPCs [2.0 x (Abbott et al., 2012) and 1.4 x (Gantenbein-Ritter and Chan, 2012) Basal, respectively]. Contrary to the present study, however, NCCM appears to be more potent than chondrogenic medium (TGFβ3 and dexamethasone) for human cells (Abbott et al., 2012). The lack of sensitivity of human NPCs to chondrogenic stimulation may explain this discrepancy, as the GAG/DNA was lower for TGFβ stimulation than for basal conditions (Abbott et al., 2012).

The positive effect of NCCM observed here was not reflected at the gene level, as aggrecan and type II collagen expression remained the same for all medium conditions, which was also reported in the other studies (Abbott et al., 2012). The same discrepancy was observed for other cell culture conditions and cell types, and could be explained by the fact that NCCM or TGFβ provide an early stimulation of aggrecan that is no more observed at the time of analysis (day 28). Another possibility is that the production of proteoglycans other than aggrecan is promoted, e.g. decorin or lumican. The gene expression profile of NPCs, however, also

Discussion

NCs have already shown promising potential for intervertebral disc repair but the question remains what approach is the most efficient to promote disc matrix formation. This study indicates that NCs could stimulate both resident (NPCs) and regenerative (BMSCs) disc cells via secreted factors. The direct use of NCs, however, appears more limited.
Fig. 7. Matrix protein gene expression. mRNA expression levels at day 28 of (a) aggrecan (ACAN), (b) type II collagen (COL2A1), (c) SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 9 (SOX9), and (d) type I collagen (COL1A1) relative to 18S and normalised to day 0 levels (efficiency corrected 2$^{-\Delta\Delta Ct}$ method). Values are means ± standard deviation. $n = 4$ per group. Note the logarithmic scale. $a: p < 0.05$ for “cell type” main effect with $a1$ different from “NPC” and $a3$ different from “BMSC”; $b: p < 0.05$ for “cell type” x “day of culture” interaction.
showed a down-regulation of aggregan, type II collagen and SOX9 and an up-regulation of type I collagen. Though these values were not statistically different from Day 0 due to high variations between donors, they reveal a slight de-differentiation of NPCs in our culture system, which may alter their response to culture conditions. The fact that freshly isolated NPCs are in an environment devoid of NP matrix, osmotic pressure and hydrostatic loading, when they are seeded in the alginate beads, may explain this de-differentiation. All of these environmental cues might, indeed, be needed to maintain the original NPC phenotype.

When used in direct NPC + NC co-culture, NCs did not substantially promote cell proliferation or matrix production (Figs. 5 and 6). The slight increase in GAG content suggests that NCs may produce low amounts of GAG, which is confirmed by the light deposition of proteoglycan around and within the clustered NCs. None the less, NCs did not appear as good replacements for NPCs, as the GAG/DNA was significantly lower for NPC + NC than for NPCs alone. This is contradictory to a previous study reporting a higher synthesis rate for canine NCs than for canine NPCs when cultured separately for 10 d in alginate (Cappello et al., 2006). This difference may be explained by the direct co-culture, with NPCs inhibiting the GAG synthesis by NCs. Another, more likely, explanation can also be the (de)differentiation of the NCs during the 4 weeks of culture: as the cells become smaller and lose their vacuoles (Fig. 2b), they also lose their higher ability to produce proteoglycans. The change of NC phenotype during the 4 weeks of culture, as demonstrated before in similar culture conditions (Ito et al., 2013), can also explain why the NCs did not act as stimulators in the direct co-culture. This would then imply that the observed influence of NCCM may be intrinsic to freshly isolated NCs. The observed change of phenotype is most likely due to the culture conditions being inappropriate for NCs. High glucose concentration, for example, has been shown to decrease rat NC proliferation and increase their apoptosis (Park and Park, 2013). Although the concentration used here (0.025 M) is lower than those tested by Park and Park (0.1 to 0.4 M), it may still be too high to maintain NC phenotype. Raised osmolarity (400 mOsm/kg vs. 323 mOsm/kg used here) has also been demonstrated to improve the phenotype of canine NCs (Spillekom et al., 2014). However, porcine NCs did not show such sensitivity to medium osmolarity, with the same expression levels of Brachyury, cytokeratins-8/-18/-19, aggrecan, and type II collagen at 330 or 400 mOsm/kg (Arkesteijn et al., 2013).

The “standard” addition of BMSCs to NPCs also led to a high matrix production (Fig. 6), with levels of synthesis (GAG/DNA) similar to NPCs though the co-culture started with 50 % of undifferentiated cells (BMSCs). Although no statistical differences were found, the co-culture also tends to increase the gene expression of type II collagen and aggrecan (0.077 and 0.43 x Day 0 for NPC vs. 11.47 and 4.96 x Day 0 for NPC + BMSC, respectively). Starting with healthy fully differentiated NPCs can explain, at least in part, why high fold increases are not observed in the NPC, NPC + NC, and NPC + BMSC groups for type II collagen, SOX9, and aggrecan expressions, contrary to the BMSCs. These proteins are already highly expressed at day 0 in fully differentiated cells such as NPCs or NCs, contrary to undifferentiated BMSCs, and can only be further stimulated to a certain extent. The expression levels for NPC + BMSC are then an average of the slightly decreasing expressions in NPCs and highly up-regulated ones in BMSCs. The observation that type I collagen in NPC + BMSC is similar to BMSCs and not an average value of NPC/BMSC levels suggests that BMSCs are able to, at least partially, limit the de-differentiation of NPCs. These positive effects have already been reported in previous studies using human cells in 2D culture (Richardson et al., 2006; Strassburg et al., 2010) or 3D pellet systems (Sobajima et al., 2008) and may be caused by stimulation of NPCs by BMSCs (Richardson et al., 2006) or by the promotion of BMSC differentiation (Richardson et al., 2006; Strassburg et al., 2010), via the formation of tunnelling nanotubes (Lehmann et al., 2014). Unfortunately, the culture system used in the present study did not allow the distinction between NPCs and BMSCs, making it difficult to conclude whether NPCs or BMSCs are stimulated. The disc matrix formation by NPC + BMSC could be further enhanced by culture under NCCM or Chondrogenic medium, mostly by increased proliferation of producing cells, the GAG/DNA not being strongly affected by the medium condition. The increase of matrix production under NCCM culture, however, was moderate compared to the one of NPCs alone (GAG/bead: 1.47 and 3.94 x Basal, respectively). The strong stimulation of NPCs and BMSCs by each other, making these cells less sensitive to an additional incentive, may explain this lower level of stimulation as BMSCs alone could also respond strongly to NCCM.

Indeed, NCCM promoted proliferation and matrix production of BMSCs as well (Figs. 5 and 6). Though these increases were important, Chondrogenic medium led to a much stronger response from BMSCs. This higher reaction to chondrogenic medium is contradictory to previous reports with human BMSCs (Korecki et al., 2010; Purmessur et al., 2011). NCCM, however, led to the same extent of stimulation of matrix synthesis for both human and bovine cells [GAG/DNA: 2.4 and 1.6 x Basal (Korecki et al., 2010; Purmessur et al., 2011) and 2.2 x Basal, respectively]. It suggests, again, that human cells may be less sensitive to TGFβ stimulation instead of bovine cells being less responsive to NCCM. BMSC differentiation was also confirmed at the gene level, with aggrecan and type II collagen highly up-regulated under all culture conditions (Fig. 7). Although the fact that Chondrogenic medium did not lead to a higher up-regulation of the analysed genes than the Basal medium may seem surprising, spontaneous differentiation of bovine BMSCs in 3D culture has already been reported (Bosnakovski et al., 2006; Potier et al., 2014). The higher production of proteoglycans for NCCM and Chondrogenic medium, however, suggests a faster up-regulation of these genes than for Basal medium. However, the lack of intermediate time points did not allow confirmation of this hypothesis.

One limitation of the present study is the in vitro approach used, where isolated cells are seeded into alginate and cultured under standard culture media. Cells are then out of their native tissue which can provide cues, through cell-matrix interactions, that may alter cells’ response to
stimulation. The culture system did not include the disc environmental factors, such as low pH or high osmolarity, showed to affect cell behaviour, especially that of BMSCs (Wuertz et al., 2008). Another limitation may be the use of a cross-species model. This approach, however, has already led to successful stimulation of bovine (Gantenbein-Ritter and Chan, 2012) and human (Korecki et al., 2010; Purmessur et al., 2011) cells by porcine NCs.

Though these results support an interspecies potential of NCCM, its effect could be more potent if NC tissue, NPCs and BMSCs were obtained from the same species. The canine model is then of particular interest as it offers the possibility to obtain NCs from non-chondrodystrophic breeds and NPCs from chondrodystrophic dogs. Increased proteoglycan production in the NPC + BMSC group can also be explained by the higher cell seeding concentration used for this group (6 million cells/mL) than for the NPCs alone (3 million cells/mL), favouring paracrine effects and cell-cell communication. The alginate beads seeded with NPCs were used here as a simplified model of NP tissue, where NPCs will be exposed to BMSC, NC and/or NCCM injection. Injecting cells in situ in the disc will immediately increase the in situ cell concentration, as NPC density will remain the same. For this reason, the NPC concentration was maintained constant between the experimental groups, independent of the treatment applied.

Overall, the results demonstrated that NCCM could stimulate disc matrix production to a level similar to the addition of regenerative cells. Using NCCM, however, may be a more alluring clinical strategy for the repair of mildly degenerated discs. Indeed, in order to reach a 1:1 ratio of NPC:BMSC, as used here, it would require a massive injection of BMSCs. Furthermore, the use of BMSCs raises some concerns, as formation of osteophytes in vertebrae adjacent to the implantation site has been reported in a rabbit model (Vadala et al., 2012). In spite of these advantages, NCCM may not be enough for more severe cases of disc degeneration, as these are also characterised by a decreased number of NPCs. In such cases, BMSCs could then be used to complement the resident cell population, as they led to substantial production of proteoglycans and responded to NCCM. Unfortunately, the simultaneous use of NCCM and BMSCs did not result in a synergistic effect, probably due to the strong stimulative effect of the NPC + BMSC co-culture, masking the weaker stimulation exerted by the NCCM. This conclusion, though, only stands for the NCCM concentration and the NPC:BMSC ratio tested here. The results may also be influenced by the final cell concentration used. Increasing or decreasing this concentration will affect the cell-cell interactions and paracrine effects by reducing or enlarging the distance between the cells. However, in order to observe such effects it may be required to drastically change the cell concentration. Bovine BMSCs seeded into alginate at 3 or 14 million cells/mL, indeed, displayed similar proteoglycan production at the cell level (GAG/DNA) (Potier et al., 2011). The cell concentration used here was chosen to be representative of the NP tissue where the NPC density has been measured at 3-5 million cells/mL (Maroudas et al., 1975).

NCCM per se, of course, is not suitable for clinical application, as it will require a large quantity of NC-rich tissue that can only be obtained from deceased young or foetal donors, as these cells disappear before 10 years old (Zhao et al., 2007) and cannot be harvested without damaging the disc. Isolation and identification of the soluble factors involved in NCCM’s effects appear, therefore, as the only realistic therapeutical approach to exploit the potential of the NCs. The use of animal models can then help to identify the bioactive factors involved, such as the canine model with the chondrodystrophic breeds displaying spontaneous disc degeneration close to the human condition (Alini et al., 2008). The fact that NCCM was as effective as TGFβ for NPCs but not for BMSCs suggests that it may contain bioactive factors other than TGFβ, more specific to disc cells. Growth and differentiation factor (GDF) 5, for example, has been shown to induce a more discogenic phenotype in BMSCs than TGFβ (Stoyanov et al., 2011). Another factor potentially involved in NCCM’s effects is connective tissue growth factor (CTFG), where precursors have been detected in canine NCCM and the recombinant protein can stimulate aggrecan gene expression in bovine NPCs (Erwin et al., 2006). Identification of these factors will then allow the use of a higher concentration in order to amplify their effects not only on NPCs but also on BMSCs. These bioactive factors can then be administrated in clinics by simple injection or by the implantation of an injectable controlled release system, such as fibrin gel (Drinnan et al., 2010) or microspheres (Solorio et al., 2010; Park et al., 2009).

Conclusions

To conclude, this study showed that NCs secreted bioactive factors able to efficiently promote proliferation and matrix production of NPCs. With a direct comparison between the two approaches, it also demonstrated for the first time that these factors had similar effects to the “standard” injection of BMSCs. The present results therefore empower the interest of biomolecules secreted by NCs as a promising alternative for intervertebral disc repair, as their effects may be further amplified when they are identified.
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For further application of the disc cell phenotype, the fact that NCs lose their phenotype and are not secreting the influential factors anymore while fresh NCs do. Thus, it would appear that cultured NCs are not secreting the influential factors or their active components and not the NCs themselves. The therapeutical strategy will then be to use these factors or their active components and not the NCs themselves.

**Discussion with Reviewers**

**Reviewer I:** How can notochordal cells be best utilised in terms of identifying their therapeutic potential?

**Authors:** As NCs can only be obtained from deceased young or foetal human donors, their direct use is limited even for *in vitro* experiments. It is then crucial to identify the factors involved in their positive effects on NPCS and BMSCs. As the influence seems to be intrinsic to their native state and culture conditions maintaining their original phenotype are still difficult to define, it appears essential to work with freshly isolated NCs or NP fragments to be able to identify the soluble factors mediating the NC’s effects. The therapeutic strategy will then be to use these factors or their active components and not the NCs anymore, to be free of the problem of cell supply.

**Reviewer II:** For further application of the disc cell-specific bioactive factors in notocordal cell conditioned medium, how would you identify these factors?

**Authors:** The fact that NCs lose their phenotype and their effects on NPCs and BMSCs. As this influence seems to be intrinsic to their developmental origin, the use of fresh NCs for the following reasons:

1. Fresh NCs preserve the original phenotype.
2. Fresh NCs secrete the influential factors.
3. Fresh NCs are not influenced by the factors involved in their positive effects on NPCs and BMSCs.
4. Fresh NCs are free of the problem of cell supply.
5. Fresh NCs can be obtained from deceased young or foetal human donors.

Thus, it would appear that cultured NCs are not secreting the influential factors or their active components and not the NCs themselves.
factor(s) anymore. We are currently analysing the differential secretory profiles of fresh NCs vs. cultured NCs using broad proteomics techniques to identify potential candidates mediating the positive effect of NCCM.

**Reviewer III:** The authors do not present relative gene expression data on the side of the NC before and after co-culture. What do the authors think about the nature of these relatively large and vacuole-containing cells? Do they change their phenotype in culture and if so into which cell type do they transform?

**Authors:** As the NPCs and NCs were mixed in the alginate beads it was not possible to analyse the cells separately. Unfortunately, the authors were not able to design porcine-specific primers allowing measurement of NC gene expression alone. Based on previous experiments in same culture conditions, but where porcine NCs and bovine NPCs were separated by a permeable membrane (Ito *et al.*, 2013), NCs decrease their gene expression of cytokeratin-8/-18 and Brachyury already after 4 d of culture. Broader phenotypical analysis is required in order to determine into which cell type the NCs differentiate in culture. As the disc only contains NCs and NPCs throughout life, however, the authors do not expect the NCs to differentiate into another cell type. As the change of NC phenotype is also associated with a decrease in aggrecan gene expression, it seems that NCs are dedifferentiating toward a fibroblast-like cell phenotype rather than differentiating in culture, as can been with chondrocytes for example.

As for the nature of the NCs, it is still debated. From the authors’ point of view, the accumulating work conducted on these cells makes it clear that they are involved in disc homeostasis. Their positive influence, however, is intrinsic to their original phenotype (large vacuolated cell). When they transform *in vivo*, most likely into NPCs or a similar cell type, they lose their ability to help NP maintenance.